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The client is one of the world’s leading manufacturers of commercial vehicles.  Within the industry products are becoming 

commoditized and there is an increasing demand for solutions that improve customer business operations and add value 

beyond the product or service. Many manufacturers have begun offering value-adding solutions, e.g. fleet management 

solutions, operational solutions etc. When this strategy works, these solutions add significant value for the customer and 

the manufacturers can set themselves apart from the competition. Solutions become the new cash cows with a significant 

margin contribution. 

Fortos, with its long history of working in the automotive industry and deep knowledge of business transformation, was 

asked to support in the set-up and execution of the program to grow a solution driven sales approach within the company.  

Customer Challenge 

Customer Solution 

Selling a solution is quite different from selling a standard product based on the go-to-market model. This program was 

established to support a way of working that enabled industry-specific solutions, change of selling approach and price  

solutions based on total business value delivered rather than product price/performance metrics. 

A team of Fortos consultants took key roles in the program. One was to support commercial pilots to sell, develop and  

deliver solutions. The solutions solved specific business challenges and provided measurable improvement but required  a 

deep understanding of the customer’s business .  

Program members together with Fortos consultants formed teams that assessed the value chains, including their  

connected pain points, and quantified potential cost reduction and revenue increases. The teams then took on the task to  

design solutions by e.g. proposing an integration of products and services in client operations. Some solutions required a 

coordination of activities across many dimensions – different fleets, dealers, countries, and even commercial units during 

delivery mode. 

Fortos had a leading role in developing and documenting ways of working for solutions sales by deploying lessons learned 

from commercial pilot cases. In connection to the development of ways of working, workshops were performed with key 

stakeholders to ensure sustainable scale-up and to identify and remove barriers. 

Solutions Sales in the Commercial Vehicle Industry  

In this engagement Fortos supported an automotive manufacturer in driving a  

program to grow a solution driven sales approach in the company. Fortos supported 

the client to develop commercial solutions that improved the customer business  

operations & added value beyond existing product or service offering. The aim of the 

program was to capture the substantial revenue & margin potential of solutions.  

Additional objectives were to ensure sustainable scale-up of solution sales, to  

secure customer driven development and to identify & remove growth barriers. 
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A lot of the value in the program came from the commercial pilot cases which Fortos supported. As an example one case 

generated a ~10% profitability increase, significantly improved workshop utilization and service hours, and led to a  

competitive advantage for automotive manufacturer. Fortos also brought considerable value to the program set-up and  

execution by supporting the client organization on a headquarter level, market company level and dealer level. The client 

is now prepared to continue to develop the solutions sales approach to capture further growth opportunities.    

An important success factor for engagement between Fortos and client was Fortos consultants’ deep involvement and en-

gagement in the program activities. The consultants actively drove strategic analyses at the headquarter level and sup-

ported the market representatives on sales and delivery topics. The client employees have deep knowledge in the product, 

product applications and product maintenance etc. Fortos consultants brought a deep understanding in solution selling 

and ways of working. Combining deep expertise areas when analyzing, designing and detailing the different  

solutions was a key success factor for program progress. This is what Fortos consultants are known for – commitment to 

make things happen and to delivering true value together with the customer. Fortos is considered by the client both a 

close partner and a highly valued advisor.        
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About Fortos 

Transformation is our heritage. Fortos has 

a long history as one of the most valuable 

advisors to leading multinational 

organizations in the Automotive industry. 

We support our customers to achieve 

successful transformations through our 

deep understanding of their business, our 

world-class transformation competence 

and long term commitment to deliver 

sustainable client value. Learn more about 

us at Fortos.se 
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